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Abstract

We study environmental migration in an endogenously growing

world economy divided into developed and less developed countries.

Climate change has a regional impact; it affects incomes and induces

international migration. We derive analytical solutions for the migra-

tion stock in market equilibrium and in social optimum and calculate

its effects on income and development. We find that international

migration raises welfare at a global level and at the aggregate level

in North. Migration augments average welfare in South but reduces

welfare per capita in North. When returns to knowledge capital are de-

creasing, steady migration can support a constant consumption growth

rate at the world level. Climate policy implemented by North reduces

migration and improves global welfare. In the quantitative part we

illustrate long-run development under different parameter constella-

tions.
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1 Introduction

Worldwide around 270 million people do not live in their country of birth, which

means they are migrants (GMDP 2021). In the last decades, the share of immi-

grants in the total population of advanced economies has risen from 7 percent to

12 percent (IMF 2020). A major reason why people migrate is income differences

between origin and destination countries. In terms of income, capital stock, ac-

cess to knowledge, and wages we observe a great divide between developed and

less developed countries. Migration occurs at very different regional levels but a

significant part of international migration takes place over long distances, from

less developed countries toward advanced economies. Climate change exacerbates

development disparities among world regions; it affects less developed countries

disproportionally, reducing their standards of living in absolute terms and relative

to developed countries. In the face of an increasing divide, environmental migra-

tion to developed countries is a possible adaptation and even survivor strategy

(Millock 2015). Migration flows are expected to increase significantly with climate

change.3 A UN report (UN 2019) states that "it is highly likely that undesirable

environmental changes directly created by, or amplified by, climate change, will

extensively change the patterns of human settlement.”The forecasted magnitude

of climate induced migration ranges from 25 million up to 1 billion people by 2050

(Ionesco et al. 2017).4

Welfare assessment of climate-induced migration requires an integrated analy-

sis of climate change and labour migration. Welfare losses caused by climate

damages are the focus of climate economics. Forced migration is often seen as an

additional negative impact of climate change, so stricter climate policies are called

for to prevent it. However, this assessment depends on migrants’preferences and

political constraints for migration. An important strand of recent literature argues

that increasing labour mobility reduces the costs of climate change. It is based

on the seminal contribution of Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg (2014) to spatial eco-

nomics, which explains important characteristics of US economic development,

positing free labour mobility. Desmet, Nagy, and Rossi-Hansberg (2018) take a

3Cattaneo et al. (2019) highlight that the relationship between climate and migration is
complex, depending not only on the type of climatic drivers, but also on economic, political,
demographic, and social drivers. One of the key drivers of migration that is affected by climate
change is still the economy. Lilleør and Van den Broeck (2011) suggest that two of the economic
reasons for migration, income differentials and income variability, may be sensitive to changes
in climate.

4Predicted costs of unmitigated climate range from a few percent of GDP to 23% of GDP
by 2100 (Burke et al. 2015).
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global perspective and find that relaxing global migration restrictions would signif-

icantly raise the overall welfare level. Applying the framework to climate change,

Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg (2015) conclude that restrictions on migration raise

the welfare loss from global warming to a substantial level. Desmet et al. (2021)

estimate that the dynamic response of investment and migration to projected sea

level rise can reduce the income loss from 4.5 percent to 0.11 percent in 2200.5

The key contribution of this literature is to present labour mobility as a first-order

adaptation mechanism to climate change in a continuous geographic area, which

is a central aspect of the problem. However, this class of models does neither

include physical capital or local infrastructure;6 it abstracts from forward-looking

investment decisions, endogenous energy supply, and regional climate mitigation

policies. By including these important elements and by looking at the specific

interests of the different world regions, the present paper aims to contribute to a

comprehensive assessment of environmental migration.7

We analyse climate change and induced international migration in a frame-

work with endogenous investments in physical and knowledge capital and opti-

mum resource extraction. The endogenously growing world economy is divided

into developed and less developed countries. International knowledge creation and

diffusion establish global economic dynamics and the relative position of North

and South. Climate change is a consequence of nonrenewable resource use, it af-

fects regional incomes and induces international migration. We start by inquiring

after the basic question about the impact of climate change with given migration

policies but then proceed by calculating optimal migration and climate policies.

We derive an explicit analytical solution for the migration stock as a function of

climate impacts, resource endowments, migration cost, and macroeconomic condi-

tions in both world regions. We find that faster international knowledge diffusion

and knowledge adoption in the South reduce migration incentives, the same holds

true for climate policy of the North. In a detailed welfare analysis we highlight

that the causes and the impacts of environmental migration need to be analyzed

for the two regions separately and for both on an aggregate and on a per-capita

5Cruz and Rossi-Hansberg (2021) confirm the important role of migration and innovation
as adaptation mechanisms when the spatial model is extended with fertility rates and a policy
analysis covering carbon taxes, abatement technologies, and clean energy subsidies.

6The diffi culty or inability of moving physical capital, infrastructure, knowledge clusters,
social networks, and social capital is disregarded in this spatial economics analysis; we will
include physical capital and climate damages to capital in our model but will abstract from
international capital trade.

7Apart from the cited spatial economics papers, the theoretical modeling of environmentally
induced migration in the literature has been called "scant" (Millock 2015, p. 49).
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basis. Using the model it results that, at the global level, migration from South

to North raises welfare by enabling the exploitation of economies of scale in re-

search in the North,8 while climate change harms global welfare. Climate-induced

migration reduces average welfare i.e. welfare per capita in the North for realis-

tic parameter values but benefits per capita welfare in South. If North aims to

maximize average welfare, it has an incentive to implement climate policies which

reduce climate damages and environmental migration. If returns to knowledge are

decreasing, as suggested by semi-endogenous growth theory, migration from South

to North is important to sustain the growth engine of the world economy. In the

quantitative part we characterize development with semi-endogenous growth and

show the stability of equilibrium with standard parameter calibration.

Our paper relates to various additional strands of economic literature, in par-

ticular to the diverse fields of climate change, regional temperatures, interna-

tional labour migration, endogenous growth, resource extraction, and develop-

ment. Some papers from these fields are more closely related to our analysis.

Marchiori and Schumacher (2011) study environmental migration and the effects

of environmental and immigration policies in a two-country setup. By introduc-

ing endogenous growth, resource extraction, international knowledge diffusion,

and regional climate change, our model differs significantly from their approach,

but ultimately aims to address similar policy issues. Using a spatial model of

location with knowledge spillovers and atmospheric dispersion of local air pollu-

tion, Kyriakopoulou and Xepapadeas (2013) show that environmental policy in

the form of taxes induces migration of workers such that the agglomeration of

economic activities decreases. Brock et al. (2014) link heat transportation with

economic growth in order to assess the spatial distribution of climate change im-

pacts. Labor is not mobile in this model, which is added in this paper along with

an extended growth approach and a resource extraction mechanism.

To integrate climate change our approach builds on regional climate change im-

pacts which are formalized in Brock and Xepapadeas (2017) in a two-box climate

model for South to North, see also Brock and Xepapadeas (2020). The approach

allows for heat and moisture transport and integrates it with an economic model

of welfare optimization. Our analysis of climate impacts in endogenously growing

economies relies on Bretschger and Karydas (2019) and Bretschger and Pattakou

(2019). Burzyńskia et al. (2019) analyze the long-term implications of climate

8This is consistent with and IMF report (IMF 2020) which finds that international migration
generally improves economic growth and productivity in the host countries.
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change on migration as well as fertility and education. Their quantitative assess-

ment yields that climate change will induce labour displacement of 100 to 160

million workers and 200 to 300 million climate migrants. We add endogenous

climate change to this analysis and provide closed-form solutions for migration

and welfare.

In the environmental and macroeconomic part our contributions relates to

North-South growth models with polluting resources (Daubanes and Grimaud

2010) and with climate change (Bretschger and Suphaphiphat 2014). Like these

papers we distinguish between level and growth effects of different policies. This

literature has so far abstracted from international labour migration, the focus of

the present paper, which also adds stock pollution to the framework. With labour

mobility in an international context, our contribution relates to the broad liter-

ature dealing with the motivation and the economic effects of human migration.

We especially build on the theoretical contributions in the field and adapt them

for the issues at hand. Camacho (2013) develops a rigorous theoretical framework

to study endogenous migration jointly with endogenous knowledge driven growth,

showing that the steady state depends on technology, knowledge spillovers, and

transportation costs. Djajic (2013) examines the effect of migration costs on cap-

ital accumulation of the source country. In a similar way we calculate the link

between migration costs and the evolution of capital stock but extend the analysis

to all capital stocks in all regions. Djajic, Kirdar, and Vinogradova (2016) show

in a theoretical model that higher wages at home reduce the incentive to emigrate

by increasing the opportunity cost of working abroad, they also facilitate emi-

gration for liquidity-constrained individuals. Djajic, Michael, and Vinogradova

(2012) examine the interaction between policies of the host and source countries,

which optimize on costs of production and of social services to immigrants. We

relate to their findings by calculating the effects of migration on aggregate and

average utility in North and South and by adding the effects of climate change.

For studying endogenous growth with migration and climate change our paper

builds on Romer (1990) and Rebelo (1991).9 It connects to the debate about the

scale effects of growth which was initiated and derived by Jones (1995), Peretto

and Smulders (2002), Groth and Schou (2002), and Groth (2007). Migration

as an alternative to population growth is assessed following Bretschger (2020).

We extend the endogenous growth framework by including labour mobility com-

9By including exhaustible resources it relates to Dasgupta and Heal (1974), Suzuki (1976),
Barbier (1999), Groth and Schou (2002), and Bretschger and Smulders (2012).
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bined with climate impacts. Furthermore, we apply regional temperature models,

resource extraction, and knowledge diffusion and discuss their impacts on the fi-

nal results. The paper also relates to empirical literature on migration and the

environment. Empirical evidence that migration is strongly correlated to local air-

borne emissions is provided in Banzhaf and Walsh (2008). Using data for a broad

set of countries, Cattaneo and Peri (2016) find that migration may be successful

as an adaptation strategy in middle income countries while it is not an option

in low income countries because of liquidity constraints. Benonnier, Millock, and

Taraz (2021) show empirically that access to irrigation in agriculture significantly

lowers the incentives for environmental migration. This demonstrates the impor-

tance of available technologies and of productivity in the South, which constitutes

an important part of our theoretical framework.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the

model framework for North and South. In Section 3 we derive optimal migration

stock. Section 4 presents our analysis of welfare and the associated optimal immi-

gration and climate policies, including a robustness analysis. Section 5 provides

a quantitative analysis. Section 6 concludes.

2 The Model

2.1 Climate and its impacts

We consider a model consisting of two regions, North (N) and South (S). Following

Leduc et al. (2016) the regional temperature anomaly, that is the change in the

average regional temperature relative to the preindustrial period is proportional

to cumulative CO2 emissions. The proportionality is determined by the Regional

Transient Climate Response to cumulative carbon Emissions (RTCRE). Thus

Tjt − Tj0 = λj (Et − E0) , Tj0 = 0, j = N,S (1)

where Tjt is the temperature anomaly at time t after setting the preindustrial

temperature level for each region at the benchmark level of zero, (Et−E0) denotes

cumulative emissions from the preindustrial period up to time t, and λj is the

RTCRE in region j = N,S.

Emissions are generated by the use of fossil fuels. Let the global use of fossil

fuel at time t be

Rt = RNt +RSt, (2)
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and assume that by a suitable choice of units fossil fuel use corresponds to CO2

emissions. Then

Et =

t∫
τ=−T

Rτdτ , E0 =

0∫
τ=−T

Rτdτ (3)

where T denotes a time in the past well before the industrial revolution. Let V0,

Vt denote the existing global stock of fossil fuels at the preindustrial period and at

time t. Then cumulative extraction and therefore cumulative emissions from the

preindustrial period up to time t, will be, V0 − Vt, and the temperature anomaly
at each region can then be written as

Tjt − Tj0 = λj (V0 − Vt) , Tj0 = 0, j = N,S. (4)

Fossil fuel dynamics are described as

V̇t = −(RNt +RSt) = −Rt, V0 fixed. (5)

To simplify the analysis we assume the extraction cost for the fossil fuel is

zero. Climate change has detrimental effects on capital stock K in the North and

the South. Thus the evolution of the stock of capital within a small period of time

of length ξ under conventional depreciation and damages due to climate change

can be written as

Kjt+ξ = (1− δξ − hjTjtξ)Kjt, j = N,S (6)

where, Tjt is the temperature anomaly in the North or the South, hj is a damage

coeffi cient and (−hjTjtξ) is a damage function which expresses the proportion of
capital destroyed because of climate change, during a small period ξ, assuming

that in ξ the temperature anomaly is approximately constant. Parameter δ is the

conventional depreciation rate on capital. Then, capital depreciation becomes

Kjt+ξ −Kjt = (−δ − hjTjt) ξKjt, j = N,S (7)

Dividing by ξ and taking the limit as ξ → 0 we obtain for capital loss D

Djt = − (δ + hjTjt)Kjt. (8)

Using (4) with Tj0 = 0 yields
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Djt = −(δ + hjλj (V0 − Vt))Kjt. (9)

Reflecting the ongoing transition from emission-intensive fossils like coal to less

dirty fossils like oil and gas we assume that the damage coeffi cient is proportional

to the inverse of cumulative extraction, so that10

hj =
µj

(V0 − Vt)
, j = N,S (10)

where µ > 0 denotes impact intensity and total damages (damage coeffi cient times

the capital stock) are convex in emission stock, which is generally suggested in

literature.11 We then obtain for total capital depreciation D

Djt = −(δ + µjλj)Kjt = −(δ + υj)Kjt, j = N,S (11)

where υj > 0measures climate induced depreciation as a rate of total capital stock.

In each of the regions, climate change results in damages to regional capital stock

already put in place, which are additional to conventional capital depreciation

with rate δ.12 We will show below that a constant υj allows for a balanced growth

path, which is convenient for analysis of long-run growth.13 Physical capital, K,

does not cause negative externalities to the environment i.e. it is clean; it thus

includes clean energy production capital in the form of dams, windmills, and

solar panels. The climate externality reduces the accumulation of capital and

thus the level of capital stock, output, consumption, and utility in each point

of time. Climate-induced reduction of consumption and/or wages in the South

might trigger migration to the North, which we will analyse in the following.

10Chakravorty et al. (2008) show that it is optimal to use the more polluting resource first if
the economy is below the regulated stock.
11When capital stock grows at a constant rate and pollution at a decreasing rate, a constant

depreciation rate yields a convex relationship between pollution stock and total damages in the
form of capital stock lost due to climate change. Our specification is convenient for deriving
analytical solutions yet not restricting our main results.
12Changes in µj and λj constitute climate shocks in our model while available V0 can be

changed by climate policy.
13An alternative but closely related formulation is to assume hj =

µj
(V0−Vt)/V0 so that the

balanced growth property can be kept but a policy change reducing V0 decreases climate vul-
nerability υj , which we will also consider below.
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2.2 North and South Economies

2.2.1 North

In the North, final output firms produce consumer goods, YN , by using capital,

KN , knowledge, B, an exhaustible resource, RN , and labour.14 Labour consists

of indigenous labor devoted to output production, LNY and migrants from the

South, M.15 Thus the production function for a representative firm in the North

can be written as

YNt = ANB
a
tK

b
NtR

c
Nt (LNY +M)1−a−b−c (12)

where AN is a fixed parameter. Firms take prices as given and choose input quan-

tities to maximize profits pNtYNt−pBNtBt−pKNtKNt−pRNtRNt−pLNt (LNY +M)

where the subscripts for prices denote the output and the inputs except for w de-

noting wages which yields the first-order conditions and where we express capital

prices pKNt using interest rates rN and capital depreciation of last subsection so

that

pBt = a
pNtYNt
Bt

(13)

rNt + δ + υNt = b
pNtYNt
KNt

(14)

pRNt = c
pNtYNt
RNt

(15)

wNt = (1− a− b− c) pNtYNt
LNY +M

. (16)

In the research sector, innovation firms produce new knowledge by devoting

labour to R&D whose productivity is raised by existing knowledge according to

Ḃt = κLNBtBt (17)

The proportional spillover from existing knowledge B to the R&D sector im-

plemented in Eq. (17) is a widely used assumption in endogenous growth theory,

initiated by Romer (1990). It is motivated by the fact that knowledge is non-rival

input, which can be equally and fully used by any new research project.16

14By including knowledge capital as a separate input we follow the seminal contribution of
Suzuki (1976, p. 531).
15We assume that all migrants are fully productive in North.
16Migrants do not work in the knowledge sector; results do not change if migrants are assumed

to work in all sectors of North.
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Maximising profits in the research sector pBtḂt − wNtLNBt yields

wNt = κpBtBt (18)

Labour markets clear so that LN = LNY t+LNBt. Considering Eq. (11), capital

accumulation in the North is given by

K̇Nt = YNt − CNt − (δ + υN)KNt (19)

where CNt denotes consumption in the North. Households own assets in the form

of knowledge and physical capital (WN = pBNtBt + pKNtKNt) as well as natural

resource stock VN .17 They offer one unit of labour to the labour market and

consume Northern consumption goods. Household wealth in the North develops

according to

ẆN = rNWN + pRRN + wN − pNCN . (20)

Assuming that instantaneous felicity is given by logarithmic utility UNt =

logCNt and using discount rate ρ the Hamiltonian becomes

HN = logCN + µN(rNWN + pRNRN + wN − pNCN)− µVRN (21)

For the controls, optimality conditions imply

∂HN

∂CN
= 0⇒ 1

CN
= pNµN (22)

∂HN

∂RN

= 0⇒ µNpRN = µV (23)

For the costates

µ̇N = ρµN − µNrN (24)

µ̇V = ρµV (25)

In the following, hats are used to denote growth rates. From the first order

conditions we derive the familiar Keynes-Ramsey rule

p̂N + ĈN = rN − ρ (26)

17For simplicity we do not distinguish between Northern households and migrants in household
optimisation; to formally include a different behaviour and/or wealth status for the two groups
would not add to our results and go beyond the scope of this paper.
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and the simple Hotelling rule

p̂RN = rN . (27)

On a balanced growth path, which characterizes development in our linear

growth model when migration is determined in equilibrium, labour input is con-

stant and output grows at the same rate as consumption and capital stock i.e.

ŶN = ĈN = K̂N . From the optimality conditions of firms we have from Eq. (15)

p̂Rt + R̂Nt = p̂Nt + ŶNt so that with Eqs. (26) and (27) we obtain R̂N = −ρ and
with Eq. (12) we arrive at ĈN(1 − b) = aB̂ − cρ. We use knowledge growth B̂
from Eq. (17), write LNB = −LNY + LN , and obtain from Eq. (13) and the

equality of wages in the final goods sector (Eq. (16)) and in the innovation sector

(Eq. (18)) LNY = (1− a− b− c) /aκ−M . This gives consumption growth in the
North according to

ĈN =
aκ(LN +M)− (1− a− b− c)− cρ

1− b . (28)

Consumption growth increases in the research productivity κ and the output

elasticities of knowledge and capital a and b and decreases in the discount rate ρ.

The growth rate exhibits a scale effect like in Romer (1990) i.e. higher LN + M

leads to higher growth, which shows that in the model immigration has a positive

impact on consumption growth.18 The level of migration M depends on the

decisions of households in the South and policy in North; it is derived in Section

3. With a constant population in steady state the growth rate is the same on an

aggregate and a per capita level. IfM increases, e.g. after a negative economic or

environmental shock in the South, the Northern economy experiences a positive

growth effect while the level effect may be negative; we calculate the overall impact

on welfare under different conditions in Section 4.

2.2.2 South

The South receives knowledge from the North through knowledge diffusion, which

takes time. With a time delay of length∆ between knowledge accumulation in the

North and knowledge availability in the South and writing B̂S = s for the growth

rate of knowledge in South and B̂ = n in North, we obtain ḂS,t+∆ = sBSte
s∆ =

18This so-called "scale effect" of growth has been criticized in the well-known contribution of
Jones (1995) but defended by McGrattan (1998) and the early contribution of Kremer (1993);
we will discuss this property of the model and relax the assumption of a scale effect in Subsection
4.3.
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Ḃt = nBt so that

BSt = θBt (29)

where θ = n
s
e−s∆, which says that at any moment of time an amount of knowledge

θB (0 < θ < 1) is available in South.19 The longer is the delay ∆, the lower

becomes θ. Knowledge from North can either be used directly in South at user

cost pBt or adapted to Southern production by specialized firms, using labour with

productivity η as an input and receiving spillovers from knowledge available in

South

ḂaSt = ηLSBtθBt (30)

with BaS denoting adapted knowledge. Knowledge from North and adapted

knowledge from South are perfect substitutes so that, with a limit price pBt,

Southern adaptors are able to provide all knowledge in South, i.e. BaS = BS.

Maximizing profits in the adaptation sector pBtḂSt − wStLSBt yields

wSt = ηpBtθBt. (31)

Final output firms produce consumer goods, YS, by using this knowledge as

well as capital, KS, an exhaustible resource, RS, and a stock of labour LS −M so

that

YSt = AS (θB)at K
b
StR

c
St (LY S −M)1−a−b−c (32)

where AS is a fixed parameter. Firms take prices as given and choose input

quantities to maximize profits pStYSt−pBtθBt−pKStKSt−pRStRSt−wSt (LY S −M)

where the subscripts with the prices p denote the output and the inputs except

for w which denotes wages. First-order conditions for the profit maximum read:

pBt = a
pStYSt
θBt

(33)

rSt + δ + υSt = b
pStYSt
KSt

(34)

pRSt = c
pStYSt
RSt

(35)

wSt = (1− a− b− c) pStYSt
LY S −M

(36)

Labour markets clear so that LS = LSY t + LSBt. Households in the South

maximize utility und the standard budget constraint. They take prices and wages

19Parameters s and n are constant on a balanced growth path, which we use below, and equal
to the common consumption growth rate, so that indeed n

s = 1 and 0 < θ < 1.
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as given and offer one unit of labour to the market. Average wealth develops

according to

ẆS = rSWS + pRRS + (wS − pSCS) (37)

leading to the Hamiltonian

HS = logCS + µS[rSWS + pRRS + wS − pSCS]− µVRS. (38)

For the controls, optimality conditions imply:

∂HS

∂CS
= 0⇒ 1

CS
= pSµS (39)

∂HS

∂RS

= 0⇒ µSpRS = µV (40)

For the costates

µ̇S = ρµS − µSrS (41)

µ̇V = ρµV (42)

It is straightforward to show that the Keynes-Ramsey rule and the Hotelling

rule also hold for South, reading p̂S + ĈS = rS − ρ and p̂RS = rS in steady state.

In addition, as the growth "engine" knowledge growth B̂ is the same for North

and South and knowledge diffuses at a constant rate from North to South, the

ratio of knowledge in North and South is constant and steady state consumption

growth in South is the same as in North. If migration stock North increases,

the world growth engine becomes more effi cient which benefits both North and

South. Climate change affects consumption levels in North and South via capital

depreciation but does not change the consumption growth rate which is driven by

the knowledge sector.20

3 Migration

Labour migration from South to North involves individual and political decisions.

The individual decision to migrate is driven by the gap in real wages between the

world regions which is very high in reality. It is easy to show that the wage gap

between North and South is positive in our model when we realistically assume

20If we assumed, in addition, that climate change harms the knowledge and/or the labour
stock we would obtain a negative growth effect of global warming. Effects on knowledge have
little empirical foundation and the impact on people would primarily be effective via health,
which opens a wide door of additional issues which are left for future research.
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incomplete knowledge diffusion (θ < 1) leading to relatively lower knowledge

capital B in the South, higher labour productivity in the North (κ > η), and

higher climate vulnerability in the South (υS > υS), entailing lower physical

capital stock K in the South, so that the value marginal product of labour is

relatively higher in North and indeed wNt/pNt > wSt/pSt. The larger is the gap

i.e. the higher are the gains from migration the higher is the pressure of South

to raise migration flow Ṁ . Let φ reflect preferences for displacements, which may

strengthen, if φ > 1, or weaken, if φ < 1, the pure income effect due to factors

such as security, home bias, weather preferences etc.21

The political aspect of international migration is that immigration to North

may be regulated by immigration policy of the North. Under general conditions,

both the immigration pressure from the South and the costs of hosting migrants

in the North affect migration flows; policy usually reflects economic and political

costs of hosting migrants. We assume that hosting migrants and using them in

production implies an extra cost for education, integration, and retooling which

is convex in the number of migrants; the convexity may also reflect some form of

congestion in the host country. Using a quadratic form the cost is given by ΩM2
t .

The institutional setup decides whether North or the migrants have to cover the

costs. When hosting costs are fully charged to migrants e.g. by a specific tax,

migration flow will stop at the stock of migration where average cost of migration

is equal to average benefit which is equivalent to total cost equal total benefit,

the typical solution for a decentralised open access equilibrium. Each migrant

imposes an externality to further potential migrants by affecting relative wages

between North and South and by raising hosting costs in North. We will first

analyse the model solution in which hosting costs are equally shared among the

migrants and discuss different policy designs e.g. an immigration policy imposing

quotas in the next Section.22

In the main model version, the migration flow is determined by the benefits

and costs of migration according to

Ṁt =

[
wNt/pNt
wSt/pSt

φ

]
Mt − ΩM2

t . (43)

21We believe that for environmental migration the appropriate value of φ is relatively small
because displacements are forced but our analysis is valid for the whole range of possible values.

22When North cannot charge the hosting costs to migrants or does not want to do so, it may
try to restrict migration flows with quotas, which is likely to require additional resources; we
will discuss this case in Section 4.2.
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Defining Γ ≡ wNt/pNt
wSt/pSt

steady-state migration stock becomes

M∞ =
Γφ

Ω
. (44)

For the moment we restrict the analysis to steady states, which means that we start

with an equilibrium migration stock and adjustments after shocks are immediate;

transition periods are considered in Subsection 4.3 and Section 5. Using (18) and

(31) we obtain

Γ =
κ

ηθ

pSt
pNt

. (45)

To calculate relative goods prices pSt/pNt we need relative resource prices for

which we consider regional resource stocks, VN0 and VS0, and employ the resource

effi ciency condition that, absent any policies, no resources are left unutilised in

the ground of both regions

∞∫
0

Rjtdt = Vj0, j = N,S. (46)

Combining Eqs. (15) and (35) for the optimal resource shares and using the result

of equal balanced growth in North and South which implies that R̂N = R̂S = −ρ
we have that the equilibrium growth of resource prices is the same in North and

South, i.e. p̂RNt = p̂RSt, and that the relative resource price is given in proportion

to resource stock, i.e. pRSt
pRNt

= θ VN0
VS0
. Then, relative goods prices between South

and North become

pSt
pNt

=
AN
AS

(
rSt + δ + υS
rNt + δ + υN

)b(
θ
VN0

VS0

)c(
ηθ

κ

)1−a−b−c

. (47)

We are now ready to state

Proposition 1 In steady state, migration from South to North is deter-

mined as

M∞ =
φ

Ω

[
AN
AS

(
rSt + δ + υS
rNt + δ + υN

)b(
θ
VN0

VS0

)c(
κ

ηθ

)a+b+c
]

(48)

i.e. it increases (decreases) with utility (disutility) from displacement φ, de-

creases with hosting costs Ω, grows with the ratio of relative factor productivi-

ties AN/AS, increases in relative interest rates rSt/rNt, increases (decreases) with

climate vulnerability in the South (North) υS (υN), grows with relative resource

stocks VN0/VS0 and with relative labour productivities κ/η, and increases with the

14



delay in knowledge diffusion 1/θ.

Proof Combining Eqs. (44), (45), and (47) we obtain Eq. (48). �

The result of Proposition 1 shows that migration is affected by many parame-

ters that may be subject to specific policies, to which we turn in the next section.

Migration is also affected by climate vulnerability. Inspection of Eq. (48) reveals

that ∂M/∂υS > 0. Climate shocks increasing the vulnerability of South, ∂υS > 0,

induce migration flows to the North which are dealt with under the heading "en-

vironmental migration" in the literature. In our setup, υS and υN are constant

on a balanced growth path but depend on resource stocks VN0 and VS0, which are

subject to climate policy. The effective size of environmental migration depends

on implemented policies and on the model calibration, which we discuss in the

theoretical and quantitative analysis below.

4 Policy Analysis

4.1 Impacts on migration

Based on our theoretical model we can now evaluate the effects of different policies

on migration and ask about optimal policies of North with respect to immigration

and combatting climate change. We start with a general impact analysis. Let

percentage changes of variable x be denoted by x̃. We find

Corollary 1 The effects of parameter changes and associated policies on

steady-state migration stock are given by the following impact elasticities

M̃/ÃS = −1

M̃/r̃S = brS/ (rS + δ + υS) > 0

M̃/υ̃S = bυS/ (rS + δ + υS) > 0

M̃/η̃ = −(a+ b+ c) < 0

M̃/θ̃ = −(a+ b) < 0

Proof Use Eq. (48) to obtain the expressions for comparative statics of

steady states in Corollary 1. �

Policies supporting an increase of productivity in South, ÃS, η̃ > 0, reduce

the incentives for migration significantly; naturally, the effect is bigger for total

factor productivity A. The same dampening effect on migration holds true for
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an intensification of knowledge transfers from North to South, reducing the time

of knowledge diffusion, so that θ̃ > 0. With competitive world capital markets

we have rNt = rSt = r and thus no migration that is induced by interest rate

differences. If there is a risk premium for capital in the South we have rNt < rSt;

an increase of risk premia and interest rates in South, r̃St > 0, then raises migra-

tion flows. An increase of Southern risk premium may be due to climate change

disproportionally affecting South. This highlights a first possible channel through

which climate policy may affect migration: a limit to global warming limits the

gap between risk premia in the world regions and thus environmental migration.

A second channel is shown by the impact of climate adaptation policy better pro-

tecting Southern capital, so that υ̃St < 0, which reduces migration. Lastly, the

effects of climate mitigation policy on migration can be derived for two different

policy instruments. First, supply-side climate policy calls for decommissioning of

resource stock. If North decides to unilaterally decommission part of its resource

stock to reduce climate change, ṼN0 < 0, the ratio VN0/VS0 becomes lower which

diminishes migration following Eq. (48).

To derive the impacts of the model parameters on migration we have so far

fully separated the effects of stock decommissioning Ṽj0 and of climate-induced

depreciation υ̃j (j = N,S). To focus on climate policy we can slightly extend our

impact function Eq. (10) by assuming hjt =
µj

(V0−Vt)/V0 which says that impact in-

tensity decreases with the percentage of resource stock left in the ground.23 Then,

the depreciation rate becomes υj = µjλjV0 and we have υ̃j = Ṽ0. A percentage

change of Northern resource stock alters world resource stock according to Ṽ0/

ṼN0 = ( VN0
VN0+VS0

) so that we can write

Corollary 2 The effect of unilateral Northern resource stock decommis-

sioning on steady-state migration is given by

M̃/ṼN0 = c+ b [υS/ (rS + δ + υS)− υN/ (rN + δ + υN)] (
VN0

VN0 + VS0

) (49)

The first effect working through relative real wages, c, is positive, i.e. active

climate policy reduces environmental migration. The second effect is also positive

when we realistically assume that South is more vulnerable to climate change, i.e.

υS > υN , as well as rS ≥ rN . As a consequence, North can reduce immigration by

actively combatting climate change adopting supply side policy. The same holds

23This does not affect any of the results derived so far.
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true for demand side climate policy affecting resource prices, e.g. via a carbon

tax. Recalling that pRSt
pRNt

= θ VN0
VS0

an increase in Northern resource price relative to

South has the same effect as decommissioning; hence, also in the case of demand

side climate policies of the North, migration pressure from South and thus steady

state migration level are reduced. We will determine optimal climate policy of

North below.

4.2 Immigration policy

4.2.1 Aggregate welfare

We now ask the question whether it is beneficial for North to set specific immi-

gration rules e.g. in the form of quotas. We see from Proposition 1 and Corollary

1 that the North has parameters at its disposal which are fully under its control,

in particular hosting costs Ω. Expenditures for hosting can be taxed or subsidised

in order to produce any desired level of steady state M , which is equivalent with

setting a quota for migration stock.

To find the optimum from the Northern perspective, consider first aggregate

welfare in the North. Based on Eq. (28) steady-state consumption growth in the

North can be written as

ĈN =
aκM

1− b +
aκLN − (1− a− b− c)− cρ

1− b (50)

= ξNM + Ξ

Eq. (50) reveals that the rate of consumption growth is linear in migration

which is the scale effect of growth.24 Then, we can write

CNt = CN0e(ξNM+Ξ)t

and, using the steady state migration level M∞, we have

CNt = CN0e(ξNM
∞+Ξ)t. (51)

Welfare in the North is

UN =

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt log (CN (t)) dt. (52)

Eqs. (51) and (52) show that the overall impact of migration M on welfare UN
24We will further discuss this property of the model in the next subsection.
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consists of its impact on consumption growth, determined by the size of ξN , and

its effect on the consumption level, ∂ logC0N/∂M.

Plugging Eq. (51) in Eq. (52) we get

UN =

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt log
(
C0Ne(ξM∞+Ξ)t

)
dt =

ξNM
∞ + ΞN + ρ log (CN0)

ρ2

with M∞ given by Eq. (48). Therefore

U∞N =
aκ

(1− b) ρ2

[
φ

Ω

AN
AS

(
rSt + δ + υS
rNt + δ + υN

)b(
θ
VN0

VS0

)c(
κ

ηθ

)a+b+c
]

+

aκLN − (1− a− b− c)− cρ
ρ2 (1− b) +

log (CN0)

ρ
(53)

Eq. (53) establishes that aggregate welfare in North grows with decreasing hosting

costs Ω. The growth effect of migration is reinforced by a level effect in CN0.

Specifically, aggregate consumption level in North CN0 increases with migration

because, based on Eq. (12), a larger labour force allows raising final output.

We write CN0 = (1 − s)YN0 with savings rate s which is constant due to the

assumption of log utility; with the production function (12), the positive level

effect of migration is given by ∂ log (CN0) /∂M = (1 − a − b − c)/ (LNY +M) so

that the overall impact of migration on Northern welfare becomes

∂UN
∂M

=
ξN
ρ2

+
1− a− b− c
ρ(LY N +M)

> 0.

For any parametrization the North can determine M∞ by changing effective

hosting costs Ω via an appropriate policy, which in turn will determine discounted

welfare. Northern welfare U∞N is strictly monotonic in all parameters so that the

maximum of UN will not be interior with respect to the parameters when Ω is very

low. If the cost of migration is close to zero, North has the incentive to absorb all

the workers from the South, provided it aims at maximising aggregate welfare.25

If the cost of migration is higher, it may still be beneficial for aggregate welfare

in North to cover part of Ω because of the positive scale effects in research.

The welfare loss to the North from setting the quota belowM∞ say M̄ is given

by

U∞N − U M̄
N

25Wages will never equalise when South is lagging due to the process of knowledge diffusion.
The alternative setup with South creating its on knowledge is discussed in a next section.
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where

U M̄
N =

ξNM̄ + ΞN + ρ log (CN0)

ρ2

Note that to establish a level of migrants M̄ < M∞ implies resisting migra-

tion pressure from South, which may require additional resources e.g. for border

controls, walls, personal monitoring, etc..

To analyse migration in a global context, recall that following Eq. (29) in-

ternational knowledge diffusion implies identical consumption growth rates in all

world regions (we will further discuss this in the model extensions). Migration

thus raises the consumption growth rate not only in North but also in South.

Importantly, it allows better use to be made of the economies of scale of research

in the North that generate global benefits. Consumption growth and aggregate

utility in the South are

ĈS = ĈN = ξNM
∞ + ΞN (54)

US =
ξNM

∞ + ΞN + ρ log (CS0)

ρ2
(55)

From Eq. (32) we know that migration M (0 < M < LS) reduces Southern

output and thus consumption level C0S. The impact of migration on welfare in

South is
∂US
∂M

=
ξN
ρ2
− 1− a− b− c
ρ(LY S −M)

which includes a positive growth and a negative level effect. WhenM <M∗, South

has a net benefit from migration where M∗ is calculated by setting ∂US/∂M = 0

which yields

M∗ = LSY −
(1− a− b− c) ρ

ξN
.

Global welfare will be

UN + US =
2(ξNM

∞ + ΞN) + ρ [log (CN0) + log (CS0)]

ρ2

The growth effect, given by 2(ξNM
∞ + ΞN), is always positive. Migration will

unambiguously increase global welfare when the level effect is positive as well

i.e. when ∂ log (CN0) /∂M > −∂ log (CS0) /∂M ⇐⇒ LY S > LNY which ensures

that marginal output loss in the South is smaller than the output gain in North.

Migration is thus always improving global welfare when South has the larger

labour force which can be assumed using the standard definition of North and

South. We summarize our findings in the following
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Proposition 2 In a dynamic world economy subject to climate change,

migration from South to North raises total welfare. Specifically, migration

a) increases total welfare in the North

b) increases aggregate welfare in the South when it does not exceed a given

threshold

c) increases global welfare, provided that South has the larger labour force than

North.

Proof See the previous derivations in this subsection. �

4.2.2 Average welfare

Aggregate welfare in North and at the global level may not be relevant as a policy

guideline in North for two reasons.26 First, when hosting costs of migrants in North

are significant and are subsidized, optimum migration also depends on the costs

to finance the subsidies.27 Second, and more important, a democratic decision

process in the North may be guided by average utilities rather than aggregate

welfare. Hence, we next consider the impact of migration on average i.e. per

capita welfare. Utility per capita in the North, uN , is given as a function of per

capita consumption in the North, cN = CN/(LN+M∞). Steady-state consumption

growth is identical to the aggregate level. MigrationM then preserves its positive

growth effect, given by ξN , so that

uN =

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt log (cNt) dt

=

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt log
(
cN0e(ξM∞+Ξ)t

)
dt

=
ξNM

∞ + ΞN + ρ log (cN0)

ρ2
. (56)

Due to the decreasing return of labour in final goods production, growing

migrationM has a negative effect on average consumption cN0 and thus on average

welfare, calculated as ∂ log (cN0) /∂M = −(a + b + c)/ (LNY +M) . Taking the

derivative of Eq. (56) with respect to M reveals that the negative level effect

dominates for low level ofM while - with increasing migration - the growth effects

becomes relatively more important. Specifically, average welfare in North is a U -

shaped function of migration M with a minimum at ∂uN/∂M = 0 yielding a

26The Southern perspective will be discussed below.
27The costs of raising public funds are e.g. the distortions caused by taxes levied to balance

the government’s budget, assuming public debt is not desirable/feasible.
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migration level M̆

M̆ =
(a+ b+ c) ρ

ξN
− LNY .

For M < M̆ a reduction of migration level raises average welfare in North;

this can be effectuated by more restrictive immigration policies, which are costly,

but also by climate policies increasing welfare for all regions and reducing the

incentives for migration, see the separate subsection below. For M > M̆ the

positive growth effect of migration prevails so that it is good for average welfare

to allow for more immigrants, like in the case of aggregate welfare. Calibration of

the parameters using standard values28 reveals that M̆ > 0.5·LNY so that the first
case suggesting tighter policy appears to be the relevant case for most countries,

provided that the Northern social planner aims to maximize average and not total

welfare.

Utility per capita in the South, uS, is given as a function of per capita con-

sumption in the South, cS = CS/(LS −M∞), i.e.

uS =

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt log (cSt) dt

=
ξNM

∞ + ΞN + ρ log (cS0)

ρ2
. (57)

Migration has a positive level effect on per capita consumption in South, given

by ∂ log (cS0) /∂M = (a+ b+ c)/ (LSY −M), so that average Southern welfare is

rising due to both higher level and growth of consumption. This seems to be a

favorable situation for South. However, a different picture emerges when Southern

workers strongly dislike to migrate, i.e. when in Eq. (48) parameter φ is low or

even zero. Then, there will be no climate-induced migration, M∞ = 0, and hence

no associated positive impulses for South but a pure welfare decrease in South

(and North) due to the climate externality decreasing capital stock and income.

This reveals that climate externalities hit the South harder when environmental

migration is not attractive as an adaptation strategy to the climate problem.

We summarise our findings on migration and welfare in

Proposition 3 In a dynamic world economy subject to climate change,

migration from South to North

a) increases average welfare in the South,

28a = 0.1, b = 0.2, c = 0.1, ρ = 0.01, ξN = aκ/(1− b) = 0.1 · 0.02/(0.8 · LNY ) = 0.0025/LNY
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b) decreases average welfare in the North when it does not exceed a given

threshold,

c) exhibits welfare effects which depend on the preferences to migrate.

Proof See the previous derivations in this subsection. �

Assessing labour mobility, interests of North and South are much more aligned

on an aggregate welfare level compared to average welfare, where South has a clear

benefit while North has a cost (unless the scale effect of growth prevails). We next

turn to the welfare impact of climate change.

4.2.3 Environmental migration

We now calculate the impact of growing climate vulnerability on average welfare in

South and North as a function of economic impacts and labour mobility. Climate

change in the form of higher climate vulnerability i.e. higher climate-induced

capital depreciation in the South (∂υS > 0) has a negative level effect on per

capita consumption and welfare in South, given by ∂ log (cS0) /∂υS = −b/υS; the

loss in utility is proportional to the output elasticity of capital in final goods

production, see Eq. (32). At the same time, based on Corollary 1, climate change

induces migration flow ∂M/∂υS = Mb/ (rS + δ + υS) which has a positive level

effect on Southern per capita consumption, given by ∂ log (cS0) /∂M = (a + b +

c)/ (LSY −M) , so that overall

∂uS/∂υS = − b

υS
+

b(a+ b+ c)

(rS + δ + υS)

M

(LSY −M)
. (58)

whereM is given by Proposition 1. Expression (58) shows the negative impact

of climate change on Southern welfare per capita (−b) and the positive adaptation
effect of environmental migration (as long as LSY > M). Specifically, the first

term reflects the additional loss of capital while the second shows the effect of

increased marginal productivity of labour with decreasing labour stock in the

South. Provided that M � LSY the second term in Eq. (58) becomes very small

so that the welfare effect is dominated by the first term, the capital loss. For higher

values of M we are able to confirm the result from literature that environmental

migration allows to reduce the welfare loss from climate change in the South.

Following Proposition 1, both a low willingness to migrate φ and high immi-

gration barriers Ω induce low migration M . If the North does not wish to host

additional migrants e.g. because it also suffers from a capital loss due to climate

change, it can raise Ω so that environmental migration as an adaptation possibil-
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ity for South does not emerge. Such behaviour can be motivated by the negative

effect of migration on average utility in North. Given Eq. (56), migration induced

by raising climate vulnerability in South affects the level of average welfare in

North according to

∂uN/∂υS = − b(a+ b+ c)

(rS + δ + υS)

M

(LNY +M)
(59)

which is unambiguously negative; only for M > M̆ the positive growth effect of

immigration prevails in North, as derived in the subsection above. This underlines

the importance of an active climate policy by North to mitigate negative welfare

effects for Southern citizens when migration is restricted. We will deal with climate

policy in the next subsection.

4.3 Climate policy

Since resource use causes negative environmental externalities, carbon taxes and/or

resource stock decommissioning are beneficial for North and South. We have al-

ready calculated the effects of climate policy i.e. resource stock commissioning on

migration above. What is the optimal climate policy of North when it is acting

in a selfish manner? We have assumed a propagating impact of climate change on

climate vulnerability in Corollary 2 and in the previous subsection. Expressing

the relationship in terms of policy says that climate vulnerability becomes lower

when climate change is reduced by climate policy, e.g. in the form of resource

stock decommissioning (∂υN/∂VN0 > 0). Decommissioning policy thus reduces

the depreciation rate raising the capital stock in each moment of time. With

our log utility function and the Cobb-Douglas production function for final out-

put we can write the effect as ∂ log (cN0)/∂VN0 = a
K0

∂K0

∂VN0
where ∂K0

∂VN0
= −υNK0

so that we are left with ∂ log (cN0) /∂VN0 = −aυN < 0. There is a second ef-

fect of stock decommissioning working through resource use on production and

thus consumption. It is given by ∂ log (cN0)/∂VN0 = c
RN0

∂RN0
∂VN0

= c
RN0

ρ > 0.

In addition, we have a level and a growth effect via migration that is induced

by climate policy of North. Migration is given by our standard model according

to Eq. (48). In Corollary 2, we have derived an expression for the percent-

age change of Northern resource stock ṼN0 and percentage change of migration

stock M̃ and have concluded it is positive; we summarize this here in the term

∂M/∂VN0 = ψ > 0.With ∂ log (cN0) /∂M = −(a+ b+ c)/ (LNY +M) we have as

a third effect ∂ log (cN0) /∂VN0 = −ψ(a+ b+ c)/ (LNY +M) < 0. It is unambigu-
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ously negative, because average utility increases in North with lower migration

stock. Finally, there is a growth effect of migration given by the factor ξN , see

Eq. (56), which amounts an effect of resource stock on utility given by ξNψ.

Collecting the four effects yields for Northern climate policy

∂uN/∂VN0 = −aυN +
c

RN

ρ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Static production effect

+
ψ − (a+ b+ c)

LNY +M
ξN︸ ︷︷ ︸

induced migration effect

(60)

featuring one positive and one negative effect for both static production and

induced migration. It is safe to posit that, with effi cient climate policy, the effect

of reduced climate vulnerability outweighs the impact of lower resource use so

that the static effect of policy yields ∂uN/∂VN0 < 0 i.e. decommissioning of

resource stock raises average welfare in North. Following our discussion of the

level and growth effects of induced migration on average welfare in Proposition

3, we conclude that for the induced migration effect we can also safely assume

∂uN/∂VN0 < 0. Taken together, we write

Lemma 1 Climate policy of the North raises Northers average welfare

by raising the marginal productity of labour and by reducing climate vulnerability;

these two effects overcompensate the countervailing effects of lower resource use

and reduced scale effects in growth so that the North has an incentive to conduct

unilateral climate policy.

Proof See explanations in this subsection.

The case for unilateral climate policy may get even stronger when scale effects

of growth are removed from the model. Indeed, for the results derived so far and

especially those of Propositions 2 and 3, the growth mechanism of our model plays

a central role. In the next section, we will check the robustness of our results when

modifing this part of the framework.

4.4 Model extensions

Our model highlights that accumulation and diffusion of knowledge are crucial

for economic growth and for the income gap between the world regions. In this

sub-section we study two extensions of our baseline approach with respect to

knowledge: (i) we deal with knowledge accumulation when knowledge spillovers

are less than proportional and (ii) we analyse the case in which South is generating

its own knowledge stock.
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4.4.1 Diminishing returns to knowledge

The proportionality of spillovers i.e. the constant returns to knowledge in Eq.

(17) entails the so-called "scale effect" of growth, reflecting a positive impact of

labour supply on economic growth. We believe that scale effects are an important

element of knowledge creation. Moreover, the growth rate of the world economy

has been remarkably stable in the last years which supports the assumption of

constant returns to knowledge. Like Romer (1990) we thus allow for a scale

effect of growth in the main part of the paper.29 However, the used assumption

of proportional spillovers has been extensively discussed and questioned in the

literature (Jones 1995, Groth 2007). It has been highlighted that spillovers may be

less than proportional i.e. returns to knowledge may be decreasing because finding

new ideas might become increasingly diffi cult, the more knowledge already exists.

As a consequence, knowledge growth would decrease over time and eventually

peter out, unless it is assisted by growth of population (Jones 1995).

To show the impact of decreasing returns to knowledge in our model formally,

rewrite Eq. (17) as

Ḃt = κLNBtB
σ
t , 0 < σ ≤ 1. (61)

Maximizing profits in the research sector pBtḂt − wNtLNBt yields

wNt = κpBtB
σ
t (62)

Labour markets clear so that LN = LNY t + LNBt. From the production function

we have on the balanced growth path

(1− b)ĈN = aB̂ + cR̂N (63)

with

B̂ = κLNBtB
σ−1
t . (64)

Household optimization continues to hold. Thus, consumption growth becomes

ĈN =
1

(1− b)
[
aκLNBtB

σ−1
t − ρc

]
.

29Constant returns to knowledge can be compatible with non-scale growth, see Peretto and
Smulders (2002). In order to limit model complexity we do not implement their growth mecha-
nism in our model.
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From the firm’s optimality conditions we have

pBtBt

a
= pNtYNt

wNt = κpBtB
σ
t = (1− a− b− c) pNtYNt

LNY +M

and

aκpBtB
σ
t = (1− a− b− c) pBtBt

LNY +M

(LNY +M)Bσ−1 =
(1− a− b− c)

aκ

LNY =
(1− a− b− c)B1−σ

aκ
−M

and

aκLNBt = aκ [−LNY + LN ]

= aκ(LN +M)− (1− a− b− c)B1−σ

Then

ĈN =
1

(1− b)
[
aκ(LN +M)Bσ−1 − (1− a− b− c)− ρc

]
(65)

Due to labour market clearing, it is that

Ḃt = κLNBtB
σ
t = κ [LN − LNY ]Bσ

t

but

LNY =
(1− a− b− c)B1−σ

aκ
−M

then

Ḃt = κ

[
LN −

(1− a− b− c)B1−σ
t

aκ
+M

]
Bσ
t

Ḃt = κ(LN +M)Bσ
t −

(1− a− b− c)
a

Bt

which is a nonlinear ODE in B of the form

Ḃ − ζ1B
σ + ζ2B = 0 (66)

ζ1 = κ(LN +M), ζ2 =
(1− a− b− c)

a
.
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The positive steady state will be

B =

(
ζ2

ζ1

)1/(σ−1)

,with ζ1 > ζ2 (67)

The time paths of knowledge and migration along the balanced growth path

are provided by the solution of the system of non linear differential equations

(43)-(66). For φ = 1 knowledge grows exponentially while for φ < 1 it approaches

a steady state. Paths are shown in the section with simulations.

Inserting this in Eq. (65) consumption growth becomes

ĈN =
1

(1− b)

[
aκ(LN +M)

(
ζ2

ζ1

)
− (1− a− b− c)− cρ

]
(68)

= − c

1− bρ (69)

which is unambiguously negative. The combination of lacking knowledge growth

and the use of an essential exhaustible resource in final goods production means

that the growth rate of output necessarily turns negative in the long run. We can

verify this strong result by using the constancy of B in Eq. (67) to use B̂ = 0

in Eqs. (63) which is combined with Eqs. (26) and (27) to confirm the negative

outcome for the long run. During the transition to the steady state, the positive

knowledge spillovers in Eq. (61) support the growth process in the economy. This

is the reason that this class of models is called "semi-endogenous" growth models.

It means that our conclusions on the impacts of migration are preserved until the

steady state is reached.

With a view of possibly negative global consumption growth in the long run,

international labour mobility opens up a new growth perspective for the world

economy. As labour is an input in the knowledge sector, (continuous) migration

from South may act like population growth in North which can compensate for

fading resource input in the research sector. This helps to sustain a constant

consumption growth rate in knowledge driven economies (Groth 2007), also in

the context of climate change (Bretschger 2020). Following Eq. (12) migration

supports final output production in North so that domestic labour can be released

to the research sector.

We state:

Lemma 2 With decreasing returns to knowledge in the Northern research

sector, the world economy can still grow along a balanced growth path, provided
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that the labour force in North is increasing which can be effectuated by migration

from South. Knowledge growth will become proportional to migration flows. When

persistent migration inflows to the North are not possible, the growth channel can

be sustainable only when exogenous technical change is suffi cient..

Proof Taking logarithmic differentials of Eq. (64) shows that on a balanced

growth path, labour growth in the knowledge sector allows for knowledge growth

according

B̂t =
1

1− σ L̂NBt > 0 . (70)

Migration to North allows for L̂NBt > 0 even when Northern population is

constant which we assume. With constant population in South we arrive at a

state with L̂NBt = 0 in finite time but with a growing population is South growth

can be maintained.30 With exogenous technical change gEX > 0 (69) becomes

ĈN = − c
1−bρ+ gEX�

The positive welfare effect of migration in the linear growth model with propor-

tional spillovers has an equivalent in the semi-endogenous growth model, albeit in

a very different guise. It relates to the results of semi-endogenous growth models

using exhaustible resource constraints which require population growth in order

to avoid a shrinking economy (Groth and Schou 2002, Groth 2007).

To consider the impact on consumption, migration and knowledge evolution

and growth rates resulting from changes through time of some of the basic pa-

rameters of the model, (φ, υ, Ω), when diminishing returns to knowledge prevail,

we consider the following three scenarios, which are quantified in the simulations’

section.

S0 Diminishing returns to knowledge, σ < 1, with fixed φ, υ, Ω.

S1 The intensity of preferences for migration from the South to the North re-

flected in φ grows at a diminishing rate. This means that in equation (43)

φ is replaced by a function φ (t) with φ̇ (0) = 1, φ′(t) > 0, φ′′(t) < 0 for all t.

In this case M in (43) does not have a steady state any more.

S2 (i) The damages from climate change reflected in υS increase through time;

(ii) the intensity of preferences for migration from the South to the North is

30We do not explicitly introduce population growth to keep the analysis simple; the effects of
growing population become immediately clear from the discussion.
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decreasing through time under the assumption the people in the South do

not want to relocated but are forced to relocate because of damages from

climate change —< Here we may tell a story about more damages in the

South use Burke’s results etc. >—; and (iii) the cost Ω of migration increases

... <another story >. For υS (t) and Ω (t) we assume a sigmoid increase

with an upper bound since it is reasonable to assume that these costs will

be bounded by factors which are external to the model e.g. adaptation to

climate change for υS (t) , or institutional constraints for Ω (t) . We assume

that φ (t) .decreases at a diminishing rate.

In any of the S1 or S2 scenarios the time paths of knowledge and migration

are provided by the solution of the system of non linear differential equations

(43)-(66) with the parameters discussed above replaced by exogenous time paths,

substituted by φ (t) . Let M̂(t) be the solution of (43) with time varying parameters

φ, υ,Ω then knowledge will grow according to

Ḃ

B
= κ

[
LN + M̂(t)

]
Bσ−1 − ζ2 T 0. (71)

The consumption growth rate is obtained by substituting M̂(t) in (68). In

the simulation part of the paper explore consumption, migration and knowledge

evolution and growth rates under diminishing returns to knowledge, σ < 1. >>

4.4.2 Research in South

So far the identifying distinction between North and South has been the inven-

tion of new ideas in North and the adaptation of knowledge in South. If South

becomes more developed and is no longer retooling knowledge from the North

but developing new knowledge on its own we can derive its consumption growth

rate in analogy to North using η from Eq. (30) as the productivity parameter in

Southern research. With an independent South, the welfare level of South is no

longer determined by North and international knowledge diffusion.

To study the impact of migration in a global context under such conditions

we have

ĈS =
ĊS
CS

=
aη(LS −M)− (1− a− b− c)− cρ

1− b (72)

= −ξSM + ΞS, (73)

US =
−ξSM∞ + ΞS + ρ log (CS0)

ρ2
(74)
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We state

Lemma 3 When South becomes an innovating region, migration raises global

welfare through the growth effect when research productivity is relatively higher in

North and does not affect global welfare when research productivities are equal.

Proof Under the new assumptions, global welfare will be

UN + US =
(ξN − ξS)M∞ + (ΞN + ΞS) + ρ [log (CN0) + log (CS0)]

ρ2

ξN − ξS =
a (κ− η)

(1− b)

The linearity of the model leads to boundary solutions for M . �

If κ − η = 0 migration will not add to global social welfare but will increase

the welfare of North and reduce the welfare of South. With the scale effect of

growth, a unique positive M will be always optimal for the North given the rest

of the parameters.

5 Quantitative Analysis

We calibrate the world economy such that it replicates global economic growth

and use standard values for the model parameters. Specifically we use the follow-

ing parametrization a = 0.1, b = 0.2, c = 0.1, ρ = 0.01, κ = 0.02, δ = 0.05, υN =

0.01, υS = 0.03, θ = 0.25, η = 1, AN = 1.1, AS = 1, φ = 1, Ω = 1, rN = 0.02, rS =

0.03, VN = 1, VS = 1.2, LN = 310. For long-run consumption growth we obtain

2.49 % , when migration has reached its steady state, which reflects real develop-

ment.

5.0.3 Constant returns to knowledge

As explained in the theoretical part, migration flows and steady-state migration

stock heavily depend on hosting costs for migrants. Figure 1 presents migration

paths for different values of the cost parameter Ω. Note that even with low hosting

costs (top line in Figure 1), migrants as a percentage of Northern population

remains a very low number (<1%). To yield higher migration stocks we have to

assume even lower effective hosting costs.
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Figure 1: Migration paths. Top line Ω = 0:25, upper middle line Ω = 0:5; lower

middle line Ω = 1; bottom line Ω = 1:25

The case of constant returns to knowledge, φ = 1, yields a balanced growth

path. In this case the rate of growth of consumption increases during the transition

period of migration towards its steady state and then converges as soon as M

converges to its steady state. This is shown in figure 2. Without migration the

long-run consumption growth is approximately 2.37%, while when migration has

reached its steady state, for Ω = 1 (see Figure 2) the long-run consumption growth

is approximately 2.49% and remains constant since then.

Figure 2: The evolution of the consumption rate of growth for the cases 1-4 of

figure 1.

The converge of migration to a steady state and the and the growing consump-

tion along the balanced growth path is shown with the help of a phase diagram

in figure 3
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Figure 3: Phase diagram of migration (M) on the vertical axis and consumption

(C) on the horizontal

5.0.4 Diminishing returns to knowledge

Under scenario S0 both knowledge and migration converge to a steady state.

This is shown in figure 4 (panel a), while panel 2 presents this convergence with

a phase diagram.. Figure 3 shows the paths for knowledge and migration for the

model with decreasing returns to knowledge as presented in the model extensions,

where σ = 0.75. Figure 4 provides the vector plot for the associated system (61)-

(67). Knowledge and migration converge to a steady state; the steady state is

asymptotically stable globally stable.

(a) (b)
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Figure 3: Panel (a), knowledge path (upper line) and migration path (lower line)

for σ = 0.75, Ω = 1.

Panel (b),Phase diagram of migration (M) on the vertical axis and knowledge

(B) on the horizontal

Under scenario S1 we assume that φ (t) = [1 + 0.01 log(1 + t)] and σ = 0.75.

The results are shown in figure 4.

(a) (B)

Figure 4: Knowledge and migration evolution (panel (a)) and consumption rate

of growth panel (b) for increasing φ (t) and σ = 0.75.

The slow growth of migration which allows stronger scale effects counterbal-

ances the diminishing returns to knowledge and results in a slow but persistent

increase over time of knowledge, migration and the consumption rate of growth.

Under scenario S2 we assume that φ (t) declines over time so that φ(t) =

[1− 0.01 log(1 + t)] , while υS and Ω increase from their initial values according

to the sigmoid functions

υS (t) =
0.9 exp(0.25)

2 + exp(0.25)
, Ω (t) =

3 exp(0.25)

2 + exp(0.25)

The results are shown in figure 5. Knowledge and migration evolution and

consumption rate of growth reaching a maximum around t = 10 and then decline

slowly.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Knowledge and migration evolution in panel (a) and consumption rate

of growth in panel (b) with declining φ (t) and increasing but bounded above

υS (t) and Ω (t) .

The qualitative characteristics of the results remain the same for increasing

concave functions for φ (t) and increasing bounded above sigmoid functions for

υS (t) and Ω (t) .

6 Conclusions

In order to integrate the various aspects of environmental migration into a consis-

tent theory, this paper has developed a new holistic framework. It has provided

a thorough analysis of migration and its impacts in a dynamic world economy,

which is divided in developed and less developed countries, whose growth is driven

by endogenous knowledge accumulation, and where regions are subject to specific

environmental impacts. Starting from regional climate impacts we have broad-

ened the perspective to provide a holistic assessment of worldwide migration and

its impact on global development. We construct a full-fledged macroeconomic

model and derive closed-form solutions for aggregate and regional welfare, from

which we derive conclusions for migration and climate policies.

For a world economy subject to climate change, we have derived results for

labour migration from South to North in decentralized equilibrium. Growth

is driven by endogenous knowledge formation, while the use of polluting non-

renewable resources causes climate damages. The paper provides closed-form so-

lutions and model simulations to highlight the main mechanisms at work. Lower

resource stocks in North and lower climate vulnerability in South reduce migra-

tion incentives; lower hosting costs for migrants raise migration stock. North can

achieve optimum migration by implementing policies affecting hosting costs. We

have performed welfare analysis showing that higher migration increases total wel-
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fare but reduces average welfare in the North. In the South, average welfare grows

with migration, which also holds for aggregate welfare when migration does not

exceed a given threshold. Labour migration increases global welfare, provided that

South has the larger labour force than North. Climate policy by North increases

global welfare by its impact on the environment while reducing migration stock

in steady state. Social optimum is reached when climate impacts are reduced to

an optimal level and migration adjusts accordingly.

Our model features two type of externalities, negative externalities with respect

to the environment and positive externalities of knowledge stock. An effi cient

policy design has to consider both types of market failure. A growth strategy of

North through fostering immigration may be critical when policy takes welfare per

capita as a guideline, because Northern per capita consumption decreases in level

while exhibiting higher growth as a consequence of labour inflow. The decision

should be independent of the aim to effi ciently reduce climate emissions, which

unambiguously raises welfare, and also consider welfare in South. The Southern

perspective on emigration reveals that average consumption increases but that

aggregate welfare, reflecting the economic potential of the region, decreases. When

Southern workers have a strong preference not having to migrate, climate change

has a higher cost in South, which reinforces the need of effi cient climate policies

at a global level.

Our main model setup features endogenous growth, but we have also analyzed

the case of decreasing returns to knowledge, inducing semi-endogenous growth,

in an extension of the model. We have demonstrated that a slowing growth

engine in North causes the growth rate of consumption in all world regions to

turn negative, which is a consequence of using essential non-renewable resources,

similar to Dasgupta and Heal (1974). We have derived that continuous migration

from South to North counteracts decreasing returns to knowledge and potentially

ensures global consumption growth to be positive. Migration may be coupled

with population growth in South. A more in-depth analysis of this topic and its

relation to additional aspects of environmental migration and of economic growth

and welfare is left for future research.
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